
Class 8 Math: Geometry (2017-18) 
 

Summary of topics for the year 
 

Axioms and proofs; finding angles - parallel lines, triangles, quadrilaterals & other polygons; interior & 

exterior angles; Pythagoras' Theorem; Proofs: congruency in triangles; parallelogram properties; areas –

quadrilaterals. 
 

Triangle areas; circle properties (including proofs) circumference and area; introduction to coordinate 

geometry, graphing lines & solution of simultaneous equations, slope and y-intercept, GeoGebra; 

constructions, including triangles; exploring logic of constructions; brief introduction to trigonometry;  

 

Term 1 

 

Session 

# 

Content 

1 What do Mathematicians do? Seeing and extending patterns; showing why they exist 
investigating difference between consecutive squares 

2 Assumption about angle around a point: find out why 360; 
how do we know sum of angles in triangle is 180? is it a coincidence that angle on a straight line 

is also 180? if not, what's the connection between the two? 
Vertically opposite angles and angle relations with parallel lines and transversal 

3 Revision of kinds of angle relations; figure leading to proof of sum of angles in triangle 

4 Exterior angle property in triangles, base angle equality in isosceles triangles (proof later); 

Problems based on finding angles: parallel lines, triangles 

5 Sum of angles in quadrilateral and other polygons; finding a pattern and deriving a formula for 

interior angles 

6 Sum of exterior angles of polygons; understanding why it is always 360 

7 review 

8 Pythagoras' Theorem: historical background;  
finding Pythagorean triples 

9 Question of proving Pythagoras' Theorem; problems 
using surds 

10 Two questions to investigate: 
Why are base angles in an isosceles triangle equal? 
Why are opposite sides of a parallelogram equal? 

11 Idea of congruency 
distinction between congruent and similar figures 

12 Triangle congruency; postulates 
writing a congruency statement 

13 Applying triangle congruency to miscellaneous figure-based problems 

14 Return to questions raised for investigation in session 10;  
using congruency to address them 

15 Other parallelogram properties: also investigate rhombus, rectangle square 

16 Connection between area of parallelogram and area of rectangle 

17 Review 
vacation work: researching proofs of Pythagoras' Theorem 

 



Term 2 

Session 

# 

Content 

1 discuss one proof of Pythagoras' Theorem (area, incl. four congruent triangles); how is area of 

triangle always half of area of rectangle? 

2 proving that parallelograms with same base and height have equal area; derive formula for 

triangle area; three bases and three altitudes; problems 

3 introduce Heron's formula; division method to find square roots; problem session 

4 revise square roots; worksheet on triangle areas 

5 triangle areas practice 

6  circle terminology and three perpendicular properties (angle in semicircle, chord bisector, 

tangent to radius); trying to prove them 

7 'pi' as a ratio of circumference to diameter; problems on radius and circumference 

8 arriving at the circle area formula by rearranging sectors; idea of infinite iterations and their result 

9 circle area problems; deriving formula for area of track (concentric circles) using factorisation 

10 circle area more challenging worksheet 

11 challenge to maximise area given a fixed perimeter: comparing squares, rectangles, circles and 

equilateral triangles. Doing this with a given numerical perimeter and without one. 

12 completing worksheet and discussing the previous challenge 

13 quick revision of concepts already introduced in coordinate geometry; visualising a line through  

y = mx + c; seeing how graphs can be used to solve simultaneous linear equations 

14 Focus in construction classes is on analysing (using congruency etc) why these processes give the 

desired result. Basic construction skills: bisection of line and angle, perpendicular and non-

perpendicular bisectors 

15 basic construction skills: 60 degrees; perpendicular at a point; dropping a perpendicular to a line; 

parallel lines 

16 triangle constructions based on congruency postulates 

17 median and altitude triangle constructions 

18 introduction to trigonometry using area challenge for context (i.e. determining area of any regular 

polygon) 

suggestions for vacation: identify and revise the topics you are less sure of; investigate using any 

available resources: derivation of Heron's formula, the square root algorithm, trigonometry 

 


